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Exciton fine structure in CdSe nanoclusters
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~Received 29 October 1997; revised manuscript received 31 December 1997!

The fine structure in the CdSe nanocrystal absorption spectrum is computed by incorporating two-particle
electron-hole interactions and spin-orbit coupling into a tight-binding model, with an expansion in electron-
hole single-particle states. The exchange interaction and spin-orbit coupling give rise to dark, low-lying states
that are predominantly triplet in character, as well as to a manifold of exciton states that are sensitive to the
nanocrystal shape. Near the band gap, the exciton degeneracies are in qualitative agreement with the effective
mass approximation~EMA!. However, instead of the infinite lifetimes for dark states characteristic of the
EMA, we obtain finite radiative lifetimes for the dark states. In particular, for the lowest, predominantly triplet,
states we obtain radiative lifetimes of microseconds, in qualitative agreement with the experimental measured
lifetimes. The resonant Stokes shifts obtained from the splitting between the lowest dark and bright states are
also in good agreement with experimental values for larger crystallites. Higher-lying states exhibit significantly
more complex behavior than predicted by EMA, due to extensive mixing of electron-hole pair states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exciton fine structure in CdSe nanocrystals has
ceived extensive attention.1–8 The electron-hole exchange in
teraction is strongly enhanced in nanocrystals by the qu
tum confinement, and can reach tens of meV. This gives
to dark, triplet states below the absorbing singlet manifo
The existence of interior dark states is consistent with
observation of a Stokes shift in luminescence exp
ments,1,3 which was originally attributed to surface trappin
states.9 These nominally ‘‘dark’’ states have small but fini
oscillator strengths, as a result of symmetry breaking mec
nisms that mix singlets and triplets, such as spin-orbit a
exciton-phonon couplings.

The crystallite shape asymmetry and crystal-field splitt
of the wurtzite lattice further complicates this picture. T
roles played by the various contributions have recently b
analyzed using the effective mass approximation~EMA!.1,4

In direct gap materials such as CdSe, the exciton is assu
to be made up of valence~hole! p states and conductio
~electron! s states. The spin-orbit spitting is large, and to
first approximation, the lowest-lying exciton with hole ang
lar momentumj 53/2 is eightfold degenerate in spheric
crystallites.4 Lattice field effects, deviation from spherica
crystallite symmetry, and the exchange interaction split th
into five levels, two of which are dark.1,3 EMA calculations
based on a perturbative splitting of the degeneracy of the
electron-hole state by these factors have successfully
counted for fine structures observed in photoluminesce
excitation and fluorescence line narrowing experiments,
give quantitative agreement with the resonant Stokes s
for larger crystallites.1,10 However, the EMA predicts infinite
lifetimes for the dark states, in contradistinction to the e
perimentally observed microsecond lifetimes,1 and appears
to give too small values for the resonant shifts at small cl
ter sizes. Furthermore, the magnitude of the nonreso
Stokes shifts seen upon absorption above the band ed
also not accounted for by EMA. Other factors such as c
pling to phonons therefore have to be invoked within
EMA analysis to account for these features.1,10
570163-1829/98/57~19!/12291~11!/$15.00
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In general, the neglect of the atomic nature of the nan
rystals within EMA places restrictions on the level of det
that can be derived from such analysis. This becomes
creasingly important as the crystal size decreases, since
the validity of an envelope function approximation and t
neglect of surface effects then become questionable. Sev
nonessential but serious, additional approximations are c
monly implemented within EMA in order to retain its sim
plicity. In the EMA fine-structure calculations of Ref. 1 th
mixing of electron-hole pair states away from the band ed
into the lowest exciton states is neglected, the Coulomb
teraction is neglected, and the electron-hole exchange in
action is approximated by a zero range function. Rec
dipole moment measurements of CdSe nanocrystal colloi11

and observation of parity-forbidden two-photon transition27

imply non-negligible mixing of the band-edge hole sta
with states deeper in the valence band, which suggests th
reexamination of the effect of higher electron-hole p
states on the band-edge exciton would be useful. Incorp
tion of these higher states has consequences for the treat
of the Coulomb interaction. While for singlet and triple
levels derived from a single electron-hole pair state
Coulomb terms contribute equally and appear to can
omission of the Coulomb terms becomes serious when c
pling between electron-hole pair states is allowed, sinc
reassigns the oscillator strengths and reorders the sin
particle states.

In this paper, we therefore compute the two-particle a
sorption spectra of a series of CdSe nanocrystals using ti
binding models within a configuration interaction represe
tation. This allows us to go beyond the EMA, albeit in
semiempirical framework, and to examine the validity of t
EMA assumptions. In particular, we demonstrate here effe
of coupling between the lowest electron-hole pair states
higher-lying states on the low-lying excitonic manifold, a
well as the effect of the atomic nature of the band-edge w
functions on the lowest exciton states. A key consequenc
the latter is the mixing in of singlet character into the nom
nally ‘‘dark’’ triplet, resulting in finite radiative lifetimes that
12 291 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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agree quantitatively with the microsecond experimen
estimates1 without introducing nonradiative effects.

Previous tight-binding calculations on CdSe have cons
ered spherical or tetrahedral crystallites in the zinc-ble
structure.12–16 Some of these studies incorporated the eff
of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction on excitonic stat
either perturbatively,15 or nonperturbatively,13,14 but a full
analysis of the excitonic fine structure deriving from inco
poration of spin degrees of freedom has not yet been m
for CdSe within tight binding. In this work we use the r
stricted basis set diagonalization method17,18 to compute the
effects of Coulomb, exchange, and spin-orbit coupling.
accordance with the results of recent high-resolution tra
mission electron microscopy~TEM! experiments,19 we
model the crystallites here as slightly prolate tops w
wurtzite lattice architecture. The crystallite shape and
C3v lattice symmetry are therefore already incorporated
the single-particle level, unlike in EMA where they a
added as perturbative terms.1 Our aim in the present paper
to first isolate the relative effects of discrete lattice structu
shape, and spin-orbit and exchange couplings on the exc
fine structure, with several series of size-dependent stu
for various aspect ratios. Since we are not explicitly co
cerned with surface effects here, we simplify the surface
scription and in the calculations described in this paper tr
cate the surface by removing the dangling orbitals. It
expected, and there is some experimental evidence for
that the presence of dangling orbitals leads to surface re
ation in CdSe nanocrystals.20 We have also studied the effe
of such relaxation on the fine structure by carrying out to
energy minimization of our tight-binding nanocrystals. T
consequences of this for the excitonic fine structure will
discussed briefly below, but a detailed analysis of the m
lecular structure of the surface and its reconstructions is p
poned to a later publication.21

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describ
the model CdSe crystallites we use and the method of ca
lation. Section III contains the results, and Sec. IV conclu
the paper with further discussions.

II. THEORY AND MODEL

A. Tight-binding model of CdSe nanocrystals

We focus on four series of CdSe nanocrystals,A–D, all
governed by the same semiempirical tight-binding model
scribed below. Their sizes range from 238–1236 atoms~radii
;9 –18 Å!. The crystallites have C3v symmetry and are al
prolate in shape~see Fig. 1!. The z axis is regarded as th
long (C3v) axis. SeriesA, B, andC have moments of inertia
determined by a constant ratio, given by the values (1
60.01:1:1!, (1.260.02:1:1!, and (1.4460.06:1:1! respec-
tively. Thus the asphericity increases fromA to C, with se-
ries A being near spherical and seriesC being most prolate.
The last series (D) has moments of inertia ratios correspon
ing ~within 60.03) to the analytically fit distribution of Ref
1. In that fit, it was assumed that the crystallites are ellipso
with one long axis of lengthc and two short axes of lengthb,
giving an ellipticity m5c/b21, which was seen to increas
with nanocrystal size, i.e., smaller crystals were more sph
cal and the larger crystals more prolate. Reference 1 giv
l
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m~a!50.10120.034a13.50731023a221.17731024a3

11.86331026a421.41831028a514.196

310211a6, ~1!

wherea5(b2c)1/3/2 is the effective radius.
For seriesD in this work we first estimate the moments

inertia assuming an ellipsoidal structure with axesc, b, and
b. A moments of inertia ratio (c/b)2:1:1 corresponds then
to a length-to-width ratioc/b and hence to ellipticity
mmir5c/b21. Thus seriesA, B, andC are characterized by
ellipticity mmir50.025, 0.095, and 0.20, respectively. F
seriesD the value ofmmir is matched to the prediction o
Eq. ~1! for given crystallite sizes~see Table I!. We see
here that seriesD is near spherical for small sizes, and b
comes prolate to the same extent as seriesB for the largest
sizes.

For comparison, in Table I we also list the true length-
width ratios, which we refer to as (mphysical11). We do not
consider these length-to-width ratios directly in this wo
because such a procedure can produce misleading shap
signments for the size range considered here. This is a
sequence of the fact that our model contains discrete ato
so that the length-to-width ratio cannot be continuou
tuned to Eq.~1!. For example, adding a bilayer of Cd-S
atoms in thez direction increases the long axis by 3.5 Å. F
the largest crystallite studied here, which is 37 Å in diame
this represents a 10% change in the length-to-width ra
i.e., a change of 0.1 in (mphysical11). However, the
moments-of-inertia ratio is much less sensitive to such sh
variations. For example, the 244- and 246-atom clusters h
true length-to-width ratios differing by 20%~column 5 in

FIG. 1. Ball-and-stick models of CdSe clusters from seriesD.
~a! 387 atoms, ellipticitymmir51.03, top view~along the C3v axis!;
~b! 387 atoms, side view;~c! 1194 atoms, ellipticitymmir51.09, top
view; ~d! 1194 atoms, side view.
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57 12 293EXCITON FINE STRUCTURE IN CdSe NANOCLUSTERS
Table I!, but the ellipticities derived from the moments-o
inertia ratios differ only by 1%~1.01 and 1.02, respectively
column 4 in Table I!. The difference in length-to-width ratio
stems from a small ‘‘cap’’ at the top face of the 246-ato
cluster that increases its long axis by 3.5 Å relative to t
of the 244-atom cluster. This small number of atoms h
however, a smaller percentage effect on the moments
inertia ratios and hence also onmmir , the ellipticity derived
from this. It will be shown below that, despite the significa
difference in aspect ratios, the physical properties of th
two clusters are very similar and therefore the momen
of-inertia-derived ellipticitymmir appears to be a better ind
cator of their electronic shape. The values ofmphysical11 in
Table I thus systematically show larger deviations fro
mexpt.

The orbital basis used in the tight-binding model
$s,px ,py ,pz ,s* %. The tight-binding parameters for this bas
are taken from the zinc-blende model of Ref. 15. This mo
considers only nearest-neighbor resonance integrals
hopping matrix elements, whilst the bulk crystal field spl
ting between theA andB valence subbands in bulk semico
ductors with hexagonal lattice structure~the ‘‘A-B’’ split-
ting! cannot be reproduced unless third-nearest-neigh
interactions are taken into account.22 To reproduce theA-B

TABLE I. Aspect ratios of seriesD crystallites,c/b5m11, as
measured from the square root of the moments-of-inertia r
(mmir11) and from the length-to-width ratio (mphysical11). mexpt

5m(a) is the experimental ellipticity estimate from the polynom
fit in Eq. ~1! ~Ref. 1!. The effective radiusa is defined bya
5(b2c)1/3/2.

No. atoms a ~Å! mexpt11 mmir11 mphysical11

238 10.4 1.01 1.00 1.10
244 10.4 1.01 1.01 1.10
246 9.8 1.01 1.02 0.93
325 12.2 1.03 1.02 0.93
351 12.2 1.03 1.03 0.93
377 12.2 1.03 1.04 0.93
387 12.2 1.03 1.03 1.08
389 12.2 1.03 1.04 1.08
398 12.2 1.03 1.04 1.08
414 12.7 1.03 1.02 1.11
510 14.0 1.04 1.03 1.06
549 14.0 1.05 1.04 1.06
552 14.0 1.05 1.02 1.06
558 14.0 1.05 1.04 1.06
570 14.0 1.05 1.04 1.06
594 14.0 1.05 1.04 1.06
600 14.0 1.05 1.03 1.06
636 14.0 1.05 1.03 1.06
823 15.9 1.08 1.06 1.04
868 15.9 1.08 1.06 1.04
871 15.9 1.08 1.07 1.04
1178 17.8 1.09 1.09 1.04
1194 18.3 1.11 1.09 1.14
1236 18.3 1.11 1.12 1.14
t
s,
f-

t
e
-

l
or

or

splitting within thesp3s* basis, we therefore add an add
tional 240 meV to the on-site energy of both Cd and Sepz
orbitals. When spin-orbit coupling is also included, this a
ditional term gives a splitting of;26 meV at theG point for
the bulk crystal, in agreement with experiments.23 The
atomic basis parameters are transformed into a localsp3s*
basis as follows. Each atom has one ‘‘bonding’’ hybridiz
orbital pointing at each of its immediate neighbors. There
two different local environments for the two types of atom
in the wurtzite unit cell,24 and as a result, there are two typ
of hybridizations for each.25 The wurtzite valence bands tha
result from transplanting the zinc-blende parameters are
good agreement with Ref. 26, while the conduction bands
slightly too flat @see Fig. 2~a! and Ref. 25#. Surface recon-
struction of the clusters is not explicitly considered in th
work. Such surface effects can be significant, and can
modeled using the total-energy minimization method of R
26. Such considerations are reported elsewhere.21

B. Restricted basis set diagonalization

The electron-hole two-particle Hamiltonian for tigh
binding semiconductor nanocrystals is described in Ref.
Here we only briefly review its qualitative features. The tw
particle basis isueh&u j sms&, whereue& and uh& are, respec-
tively, eigenstates in the conduction and valence bands o
single-particle Hamiltonian without electron spin, andj s and
ms are the total spin quantum numbers. The zeroth-ord
diagonal terms of the two-particle Hamiltonian is therefo
ee2eh , the difference between the conduction and valen
single-particle energies. At this level of description, the s
glet (j s50) and triplet (j s51) states are degenerate.

Coulomb, exchange, and spin-orbit couplings are th
added as a perturbation,

FIG. 2. ~a! Wurtzite bulk band structure obtained using the p
rameters described in this work.~b! and ~c!: wurtzite CdSe bulk
absorption spectrum for light polarized in thez direction~i.e., along
the C3v axis!. ~b! Predictions from the tight-binding model of thi
work; ~c! LDA calculation of Ref. 40.

io
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where the Coulomb, exchange, and spin-orbit matrix e
ments are themselves matrices in theueh& space, and the

superscripts inH
so
j s8ms8; j sms are the total spin labels. These m

trix elements are computed by expanding the zeroth-o
wave functions in the local, hybridized tight-binding bas
set. The Coulomb and exchange matrix elements are c
puted using Slater orbital wave functions and phenome
logical screening functions~see Appendix A and Ref. 18!.
The interactions couple the electron-hole states; in particu
the exchange interaction lifts the degeneracy between
spin-multiplets@Eq. ~2!#. The spin-orbit coupling assume
only on-site terms.28 The two types of atoms are assign
phenomenological spin-orbit coupling constants
lCd50.151 eV andlSe50.32 eV, respectively.29 With our
tight-binding parameters, these coupling constants split
highest occupied bulk valence states by 0.42 eV at thG
point, in good agreement with experiments.23 In general,
spin-orbit coupling mixes the singlet and triplet manifold
As a results, the eigenstates of the two-particle Hamilton
all contain finite singlet character.17,18

Since only the band-edge exciton states are of interest
diagonalize the two-particle Hamiltonian with respect to
restricted set of band-edge valence and conduction w
functions and increase the basis set size until convergen
achieved. Implicit in this treatment is a first-order ‘‘config
ration interaction’’ approximation, such that multiple excit
tions from the ground state are not explicitly consider
Multiple excitations lead to important screening effec
which will be treated phenomenologically.

Due to the semiempirical nature of the tight-binding re
resentation used here, the finer details of the numerica
sults reported here are somewhat dependent on the pa
eters chosen. Nevertheless, the electron-hole attraction
single electron-hole state computed using our treatmen
the Coulomb interactions is in agreement with standard p
turbative results,14,30 and the basic features of the results a
seen to be a function of the level of microscopic descripti
rather than of any gross parametrization.

There are two major differences between our formulat
and earlier two-particle tight-binding calculations:17 ~a! the
short ranged exchange interactions are unscreened, as
quired by the diagrammatic expansion of the irreducible tw
particle vertex18,31–33~see Appendix A for a detailed discus
sion!; ~b! nearest-neighbor exchange integrals are includ
We have previously implemented the current two-parti
formulation for silicon nanocrystals, where it accounts w
for the two-state~triplet-singlet! explanation of luminescenc
experiments, yielding good agreement with the Stokes sh
and radiative lifetimes of the luminescing states.18 In the
tight-binding model for CdSe, the conduction~electron! and
-
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valence~hole! states are concentrated on different spec
i.e., Cd and Se, respectively, with relatively small on-s
overlaps. As a result, we find that the nearest-neighbor
change integrals and the long-ranged Coulomb term in
exchange matrix elements can be significant.

C. Dipole matrix elements

The ground-state absorption spectrum is given by28

e2~v!5
8p2e2\2

3me
2V

(
f

Ef G
22M f G

2 d~v2Ef G!, ~3!

where f and G label the final and initial many-electro
states,Ef G is the transition energy,me is the electron mass
V is the volume of the system,M f G

2 5u^ f up̂uG&u2 is the
squared transition dipole matrix element between statef

and G, and p̂ is the momentum operator. In the dipole a
proximation, spin flips are not allowed in optical transition
and only the singlet component can absorb light. When
citon and spin-orbit effects are included, (i\/me)M f G is
given by

^Ck
~2!u@ r̂ ,Ĥ#uG&52Ek

~2! (
eh jsms

ceh; j sms

k* ^eu r̂ uh&d j s0
dms0

,

~4!

^eu r̂ uh&5 (
i i 8gg8

ce; ig8
* ch; ig@r id i i 8dgg81^ i 8g8ud r̂ i u ig&#,

~5!

where uCk
(2)&5(eh jsms

ceh jsms

k ueh&u j sms&, (i ,g) is the atom/

orbital label of the localized basis set,Ek
(2) is the two-particle

eigenenergy for stateuCk
(2)&, and we have used the conve

tion EG50.
The first term in Eq.~5! is computed for nanocrystals b

directly applying ther̂ i operator, which gives the position o
the tight-binding sites.18 In the bulk phase, it is efficiently
computed by applying the relation34,35

@ r̂ ,Ĥ#→2 i¹kHk ~6!

to atoms in one unit cell, whereHk5Uk
1HUk is ~in our case!

the bulk CdSe unit-cell Hamiltonian matrix for the four a
oms at positionst j , j 51,2,3,4, multiplied by the transforma
tion matrices of Bloch phase factors whose diagonal te
aree2 ik•t j .36

The second term in Eq.~5! is undefined in semiempirica
tight-binding models, and can be adjusted to fit to expe
mental and/orab initio results.37–39For iÞ i 8, we must have

^ i 8g8ud r̂ i u ig&5^ i 8g8ud r̂ i 8u ig&, due to the assumed orthono
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mality of the orbital basis functions. As in the case of e
change integrals, we only consideri 5 i 8 and nearest-
neighbor pairs (i ,i 8). In this work, the only nonzero
transition dipole matrix elements are

^ is* ud r̂ i u ipz&50.4ez a.u., i on Cd;
~7!

^ igud r̂ u i 8g8&51.8ez a.u., i ,i 8 nearest neighbors,

g,g8 bonding orbitals,

whereez is the unit vector in thez direction. The resulting
z-polarized bulk absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 2~b!.
Our choice of nearest-neighbor parameters gives a fi
shoulder–to–first-peak ratio in reasonable agreement
local-density approximation~LDA ! results.40 The overall
agreement in the energy rangeE,6 eV is reasonable, al
though our spectrum is smaller in magnitude. Similar agr
ment is found for thex- andy-polarized spectra.

D. Effective mass approximation

Theoretical understanding of exciton fine structure in
rect gap material nanocrystals is mostly based on the m
band EMA theory, with the additional restriction of just on
contributing electron state and three degeneratep-like va-
lence states.1 For a spherical EMA crystallite, with only spin
orbit coupling incorporated in the zeroth-level descriptio
the lowest excitonic level formed from the band-edge el
tron and hole eigenstates is eightfold degenerate. The cry
field splitting (D int), shape asymmetry (Dsh), and the effect
of the exchange interactions (ho) are treated as perturba
tions. The Hamiltonian matrix is a function ofD and ho ,
whereD5Dsh1D int . The exchange interaction is assumed
be short ranged. Henceho}a23, wherea is the nanocrysta
radius, and the resulting exchange contribution can be s
stantially enhanced over the bulk exchan
splitting of 0.13 meV.41 The crystal-field splittingD int'26
meV and gives rise to the ‘‘A-B’’ splitting in bulk CdSe,
while Dsh is strongly size dependent and is the domin
perturbation for small crystallites.Dsh is of the same sign a
D int in highly oblate CdSe crystallites, while the two facto
tend to cancel in prolate tops.1

These interactions split the eightfold degenerate b
edge states into five distinct levels, whose energies and
cillator strengths are strongly dependent on the nanocry
shape. In Ref. 1 the levels are labeled according to their t
angular momentum projection along thec axis of the nanoc-
rystal. They can also be classified according to their s
origin as singlet and triplet states.~The dipole forbidden,
purely triplet states are the62 and 0L states in the notation
of Ref. 1.! Spherical and oblate CdSe nanocrystals exhib
2I :2:1I :2:1 splitting pattern and no strong variation in osc
lator strengths, where ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ indicate the degener
cies, and the underscores denote triplet states with infi
lifetimes.1 For highly prolate CdSe crystallites, the EM
theory predicts a 1I :2:1:2I :2 splitting pattern for the sizes o
interest.1 It also predicts that the oscillator strengths of t
fifth level exceed that of the second level by a factor of 20
small nanocrystals~the third level has intermediate oscillato
-

t-
th

-

-
ti-

,
-
al-

b-

t
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tal
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a

te

strength!, and suggests that this might explain the;100
meV nonresonant Stokes shift observed in luminesce
experiments.1

These features provide useful guidelines for qualitativ
intepreting the tight-binding exciton spectra. The tigh
binding description introduces a more complete basis t
the EMA, does not invoke the restrictive envelope functi
approximation, and explicitly takes the atomic geometry
the surface into account. As a result, the composite ang
momentum labels cited in Ref. 1 are no longer good quan
numbers and several of the other characteristics ab
change significantly, as will be shown in the next section

III. TIGHT-BINDING RESULTS

The single-particle statesue& and uh& are computed using
an eigenvalue-selective Lanczos algorithm.42,43 All the crys-
tallites studied here have singly degenerate highest occu
valence states and doubly degenerate next-highest val
states, regardless of their moment of inertia ratios. This
generacy pattern is consistent both with crystal-field splitt
and theC3v point group symmetry of the nanocrystals.19 The
highest singly degenerate HOMO state~A symmetry! is
made up predominantly ofpx and py character, while the
next-highest, doubly degenerate valence states~E symmetry!
also contain somepz character. For significantly more pro
late nanocrystals, the order of theseA and E states can be
reversed.25 In general the HOMO does not contribute to th
band-edge fine structure once spin-orbit coupling is includ
i.e., it is lowered in energy more than the next-highest
lence states.

The Coulomb interaction and spin-orbit coupling caus
reordering of single-particle valence states. Consider
electronic levels of the 823-atom nanocrystal from seriesD
~Table I!. When only spin-orbit coupling is considered, th
second through sixth single-particle valence statesh
52 . . . 6 all contribute to the lowest exciton state. Incorp
ration of the electron-hole attraction changes this pictu
Now the statesh52 and 3 exhibit considerable overlap
with the lowest conduction state (e51), while the others do
not. The polarization-averaged transition dipole matrix e
mentsuM1hu2 are a good measure of such overlaps. These
listed in Table II for the first six valence states of the 82

TABLE II. Energies, spatial extent, and polarization-averag
transition dipole matrix elements of the first few valence states o
sample nanocrystal.Rxy

2 andRz
2 measure the mean squared radius

the valence wave functions in the respective directions about
wave function’s electronic center of mass.M1h connects valence
state uh& with the lowest conduction state. The asterisks indic
valence states that dominate the lowest exciton~triplet! state in the
presence of the Coulomb interaction.

Crystal/state Energy~eV! Rxy
2 (Å2) Rz

2(Å2) uM1hu2(Å2)

823 uh1& 20.2570 54.9 26.7 1310217

823 uh2&* 20.3153 31.2 21.9 4.0
823 uh3&* 20.3153 31.2 21.9 4.0
823 uh4& 20.3269 36.4 56.7 531023

823 uh5& 20.3269 36.4 56.7 531023

823 uh6& 20.3560 20.8 49.4 4.4
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atom nanocrystal. Larger overlaps mean larger electron-
attraction, and consequently the two-particle states involv
h52 and 3 supplant those made up ofh54, 5, and 6~see
Table II!. This implies that the Coulomb interaction can pl
a significant role in the fine structure of nanocrystals.

The restricted basis set method of Sec. II B is applied t
subset of single-particle states close to the band edges.vo ,
the energy of the lowest exciton state, is estimated to
accurate to within 5 meV for a basis set consisting of
valence and 18 conduction single-particle states.@Incorpora-
tion of spin makes the total basis size then 4324318 ~Ref.
18!.# The energydifferencesbetween the exciton levels con
verge more rapidly. The level 1–level 2 splitting is co
verged to within 0.1 meV for the smaller crystallites a
;0.3 meV for the larger ones, while the relative errors
levels 3, 4, and 5 are estimated to be;1–2 meV. For states
beyond 0.1 eV from the band edge, the error in eigenener
can be up to 30 meV. The band gaps of the nanocrys
after the incorporation of exciton effects, are within 0.1–0

FIG. 3. Exciton fine structure for one crystallite each in serieA
~moments-of-inertia ratio 1.05:1:1, corresponding tommir50.025),
B ~1.2:1:1, mmir50.095), andC ~1.44:1:1,mmir50.20). The fre-
quencies are measured fromvo , the lowest-lying exciton state. Lef
panel: relative oscillator strengths, defined in terms of the radia
recombination lifetimest ~see text!. Right panel: fractional single
character. From top to bottom: seriesA, 567 atoms~14.0 Å radius!,
vo52.4086 eV; seriesB, 432 atoms~12.2 Å radius!, vo52.4995
eV; seriesC, 498 atoms~12.8 Å radius!, vo52.4727 eV. The num-
bers ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ denote the degeneracies. Insets: illustrations
the fine structure predicted by EMA, from Ref. 1. These show
energy splittings predicted for the first five levels as a function
inverse size 1/a. The solid and dashed lines represent states of fi
and infinite lifetimes, respectively. For their degeneracies; see
The dotted line indicates in each case the crystallite size with wh
the tight-binding energy splittings are to be compared.
le
g

a

e
4

es
ls,

eV of the experimental first absorption peaks~see the figure
caption of Fig. 4 and Ref. 44!, and are also in good agree
ment with the perturbative estimates of Ref. 45. A previo
tight-binding study that used a Coulomb interaction simi
to the one used here overestimates the band gap by;0.5
eV.14 The discrepancy between that work and the pres
study can be attributed to the inclusion of spin-orbit effe
and the difference in crystal lattice structure~wurtzite here
versus zinc blende in Ref. 14!.

In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the Hamiltoni
matrix in Eq. ~2! is block diagonal, and the two-particl
states are unambiguously singlets and triplets. Spin-o
coupling mixes the pure singlets and triplets. Neverthele
the finite exchange interactions still give rise to low-lyin
exciton states that are predominantly triplets and ‘‘dark,’’
addition to higher-lying states that exbihit considerable
cillator strengths and that have systematically greater sin
character. In the absence ofHex, all band-edge states lumi
nesce with lifetimes 1028 sec. This would be in marked dis
agreement with experiments, which show lifetimes grea
than 1026 sec.1 Figure 3 shows the exciton fine structu
and the fractional singlet character,u^ f u00&u2, of a few exci-
ton statesu f & for a typical crystallite from each of the serie
A–C. In all cases, the first exciton level is at least 99
triplet. Also shown are the relative oscillator strength
log10(1/t), defined in terms of the radiative lifetimest
5t f G , where46

e

f
e
f
e
xt.
h

FIG. 4. Exciton fine structure for seriesD, whose moments of
inertia ratio are within 3% of experimental aspect ratios@Eq. ~1! and
Ref. 1#. From top to bottom: 244 atoms~10.4 Å radius!, vo

52.7405 eV; 558 atoms~14.0 Å radius!, vo52.4086 eV; 1194
atoms~18.3 Å radius!, vo52.2533 eV. For symbols, refer to th
figure caption of Fig. 3. Insets:e(v) for the crystallites, broadened
by a Gaussian with half-width 0.0025 eV.
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1/t f G5
4ne2Ef G

3 ur f Gu2

3\3c3
. ~8!

Heren52.6 is the bulk refractive index,23 c is the speed of
light, ande is the electronic charge.

We first consider the effects of crystallite ellipticity. Th
crystallites represented in Fig. 3 have roughly the same s
so the differences in fine structure are attributed to their
ferent ellipticities. The qualitative EMA predictions for sim
lar ellipticities are shown in each instance in the inset. Cl
ters in seriesA have almost spherical moments of iner
ratios. The major difference between their fine structure
EMA results for spherical crystallites in seriesA is that the
first ~and third! level, which is predominantly triplet, has
radiative lifetime of 1024 to 1025 sec, and not the infinite
lifetime predicted by EMA, while the second level exhibi
considerable singlet character and lifetimes that are two
three orders of magnitude smaller. The large disparity
tween the radiative lifetimes of the first two levels, coupl
with their ;10 meV energy splitting, is consistent with th
fast and slow radiative decays observed in resonant lumi
cence experiments.1 The finite lifetime arises from the
atomic nature of the crystallite interior within the tigh
binding description, in particular, the mixing of all thre
atomic p orbitals in the hole component. This is demo
strated explicitly in Appendix B, and is an important cons
quence of using a molecular level description of the crys
lite. In contrast, because of the restriction to a sin
electron-hole pair state contributing to the exciton level,
EMA calculations of Ref. 1 predict that the lowest excito
level is purely triplet and therefore has infinite lifetime. As
result, other mechanisms are required to explain the fi
time scale of the slow component.1,10 The degeneracies o
the first few states also correspond to the EMA predictio
~see Sec. II D!. The splittings between the first few exciton
states differ quantitatively in Fig. 3, partly because of t
differences in ellipticity used here and in Ref. 1.

For seriesB, the degeneracies of the first two levels a
the same here as in EMA, and both theories predict that
spacings between levels generally decrease with increa
size. However, in contrast to the EMA predictions, here
first two levels exhibit similar radiative lifetimes, so th
there are no clear cut ‘‘dark’’ or ‘‘bright’’ states at the ban
edge. This nanocrystal series appears to be in the cross
regime between spherical and prolate in terms of its cry
shape~ellipticity mmir50.095), and the lifetimes of the firs
two levels thus exhibit behavior intermediate between th
of seriesA andC.

The crystallites in seriesC are prolate in shape, with
mmir50.20. Here the degeneracies of the first two levels
hibit a crossover as a function of size, with the lowest d
state switching from singly degenerate to doubly degene
as the size increases. This is similar to the EMA predictio
shown in the inset of panelC in Fig. 3. ~The degeneracy
crossover for large nanocrystals occurs at somewhat la
sizes in our calculations than in the EMA computations fro
Ref. 1, which is attributable to the slightly larger ellipticit
value of m50.28 used in Ref. 1.! We find that the lowest
exciton states for the two smallest crystallites are at le
99% triplet, and exhibit extremely long (;1022–1023 sec!
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radiative lifetimes, while the next-lowest states have cons
erably more singlet character, and have lifetimes of or
1026 seconds. The oscillator strength of the first ‘‘bright
level is much smaller than that of states higher in the ma
fold. The small splittings, the change in the degeneracy
the first level as the size increases, and the distribution
oscillator strengths are in qualitative agreement with
EMA predictions at large sizes. There are important diff
ences, however, the most obvious of which is the finding
long but nevertheless finite radiative lifetimes for the nom
nally triplet states, as was already noted for the spher
crystallites above. In addition,~a! the ordering of the higher
levels are quite different;~b! the ‘‘second’’ dark level pre-
dicted by EMA is absent in the largest nanocrystal; and~c!
the spacings amongst the first eight exciton states in
work are substantially smaller than those predicted by
EMA, particularly for the smallest nanocrystal, indicating
breakdown of the continuum theory at sizes below;12 Å
radius.

In general, the spacings between the tight-binding exci
levels decrease with increasing crystallite size, again
agreement with EMA. Due to space limitations, the size
pendences of the exciton fine structure for seriesA–C are
not explicitly shown.

In Fig. 4, we show exciton fine structure and fraction
singlet character for several nanocrystals in seriesD ~244
atoms, 10.4 Å radius; 558 atoms, 14.0 Å radius; and 11
atoms, 18.3 Å radius!. For this series, the moments of inert
ratios are within 3% of the experimental TEM distribution1

and the larger crystallites are progressively more pro
~Table I!.

The exciton fine structures are generally similar to th
shown for seriesA in Fig. 3, with two quantitative differ-
ences, both of which can be attributed to the more pro
shape of the larger crystallites in this series.~a! The ex-
change splitting, and spacing between states are in gen
smaller than those for seriesA in Fig. 3.~b! The difference in
radiative lifetimes of the bright and dark band-edge states
smaller. Instead of the 2–3 orders of magnitude differen
found in the top panel of Fig. 3, the radiative lifetimes of t
lowest-lying states are generally in the range 231026 to
1025 sec~5 of the 24 clusters in this series have band-ed
lifetimes between 1024 and 1025 sec!, while the first bright
states have lifetimes smaller than 231027 sec. These values
are in good agreement with the experimental values of R
1, where microsecond lifetimes were measured for the lo
lying dark states. The lifetimes of the two levels thus diff
by factors of 10–1000, with a median factor of about 3
Both features~a! and~b! can be attributed to the more prola
shape of the larger crystallites.

There are three interesting exceptions in the individ
nanocrystals included in this series~Table I!. ~i! The 387-
atom nanocrystal shown in Fig. 1 has a pronounced trian
lar shape when viewed along thez axis, whereas all othe
crystallites in this series have roughly hexagonal cross s
tions. The band-edge states of this particular crystallite
exhibit lifetimes smaller than 1026 sec, and there are n
clear-cut dark states.~ii ! The 549-atom crystal has anom
lous oscillator strength distributions, such that the ‘‘brigh
band-edge states have lifetimes only three times smaller
the ‘‘dark’’ states below them, despite an order of magnitu
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12 298 57K. LEUNG, S. POKRANT, AND K. B. WHALEY
difference in singlet character between them.~iii ! The aspect
ratio of the largest nanocrystal~1236 atoms!, for which re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4, approaches that of seriesB, in
accordance with the general observation that larger crys
lites are more prolate in shape.2 As a result, its fine structure
begins to resemble those shown in the middle panel of Fig
and the radiative lifetimes for the first two levels are 1026

and 531026 sec, i.e., are separated by only a factor of 5
Figure 5 compares the splitting between the lowest d

and bright states for seriesD nanocrystals with the EMA
predictions for the corresponding ideal ellipsoids, and a
with the resonant Stokes shifts derived from the experim
tal fluorescence line narrowing results.1 In accordance with
the EMA language used there, we shall loosely refer to
as the exchange splitting. The average exchange splitt
obtained here are in agreement with the EMA estimates o
a wide range of effective crystal radii. The splittings are n
monotonic, but exhibit considerable ‘‘noise’’ for each siz
This is due partly to the 3% deviation in moments of iner
ratios from the experimentally observed distribution~Table
I!. However, it is also due in part to the atomic nature of
crystallites. Thus clusters with similar moments of iner
ratios and/or length-to-width ratios can adopt significan
different physical shapes. In addition, we note that the no
in the splittings is also affected by the mixing in of stat
beyond the band-edge electron-hole states. The exch
splittings estimated perturbatively,47 shown in the inset of
Fig. 5, exhibit considerably less noise. The mean value
our splittings are in reasonable agreement with experim
for the largest crystallites considered. The theoretical
experimental values appear to converge at about radius 2
For small cluster sizes, both the tight-binding and EMA
sults are smaller than the experimental resonant Sto
shifts.

Several factors may contribute to the differences betw
experimental and theoretical estimates for resonant Sto

FIG. 5. Comparison of exchange interaction-induced Sto
shift for seriesD ~crosses! with experimental resonant Stokes shif
~Ref. 1! ~circles! and EMA predictions~solid line!.1 In the inset, the
triangles are perturbative estimates@see text and~Ref. 47!#.
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shifts at small nanocrystal sizes. The first, and appare
most important, is the fact that surface structure and re
ation effects have been totally neglected in both the EM
and in these truncated cluster calculations. Total-ene
minimization calculations, to be described in detail els
where,21 show that the exchange splitting is significant
raised for smaller crystallites and achieve good agreem
with the experimental resonant Stokes shifts, decreasing
the shape dependent ‘‘noise’’ seen in Fig. 5.

A second effect is the uncertainty in the shape meas
ments of the nanocrystals. In the EMA and in the expe
ments,1 length-to-width estimates are applied to extra
these, and the uncertainty in the experimental aspect ratio
unknown. The aspect ratios of the crystallites studied her
seriesD are estimated from the moments-of-inertia ratios.
discussed in Sec. II A and illustrated in Table I, this typica
predicts a slightly different shape than the correspond
length-to-width based estimate (mphysical) of the crystallite in
question would indicate. As mentioned earlier however,
length-to-width based procedure would give mislead
shape assignments for the size range considered here.

In addition to the resonant Stokes shifts, Ref. 1 also a
lyzed the size-dependent nonresonant Stokes shifts in te
of the exciton fine structure.1 In the nonresonant case, exc
tation is made above the band-edge absorption. The rele
states in EMA theory are the fourth and fifth exciton leve
both of which have considerably larger oscillator streng
than the second level, which is the first optically bright lev
and is responsible for the resonant Stokes shifts. EMA p
dicted nonresonant Stokes shifts that are smaller than ex
mental values.1,10 In the tight-binding model, we can make
similar estimate by considering the difference betweenvo
and the eigenenergy of the first two-particle state higher
in the exciton manifold having oscillator strengths 10–
times larger than the band-edge bright state. We find
these energy shifts also underestimate the experimental
resonant Stokes shift by at least a factor of 2, similar
EMA. In this case, when surface relaxation is then includ
the oscillator strengths of the band-edge bright states
crease, and there are no higher-lying states with order
magnitude difference in oscillator strengths.21 Therefore we
conclude that unlike the resonant Stokes shift, the nonre
nant Stokes shift does not appear to be attributable to fi
structure effects alone.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

We have made a study of the excitonic fine structure
CdSe nanoclusters that incorporates electron-hole and s
orbit interactions within an underlying tight-binding mod
for the electronic structure. This work goes beyond the EM
treatment in that it incorporates details on atomic len
scales, and also includes the effect of many more electro
states than those derived merely from the eight valen
band-edge states. It therefore constitutes a more comp
treatment against which the EMA results can be compar

The major differences between our findings and EM
predictions can be summarized as follows:~a! The existence
of a ‘‘dark,’’ predominantly triplet band-edge excitonic sta
with finite rather than infinite lifetime is demonstrated in a
four series of nanocrystals studied here. The finite lifeti

s
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arises from the inclusion of atomic details in the tigh
binding wave functions~see Appendix B!. The lifetimes of
these ‘‘dark’’ states are in order-of-magnitude agreem
with experiments, even before introducing the additional
fects of phonons.~b! For seriesD, i.e., crystallites with el-
lipticities derived from moments of inertia ratios that corr
spond to experimental ellipticities~derived from aspec
ratios!, the band-edge dark states have lifetimes predo
nantly in the 1025–1026 s range, in order-of-magnitud
agreement with experiments. This is significant, althoug
quantative comparison with experiments requires a distr
tion of sizes and shapes, as well as a consideration of
effects of coupling to phonons.~c! The importance of the
atomic nature of the wave functions seen here suggests t
more realistic treatment of the surface is warranted. For
smaller clusters, e.g., the 387-atom cluster, approxima
half of the atoms lie on the surface. Thus a realistic mode
of the surface atoms and of the passivating ligands shoul
considered in these cases.25 The effects of a molecular rep
resentation of the surface and of its reconstruction will
discussed elsewhere.21 ~d! The detailed structure of th
higher EMA levels are not reproduced, because mixing
tween the eight lowest exciton states and the higher stat
significant, especially for the smaller crystallites. This m
ing is consistent with conclusions reached from recent m
surements of dipole moments for colloidal CdSe na
crystals11 and two-photon fluorescence excitation spectra27

Despite these differences, there are nevertheless som
table similarities between our tight-binding results and
EMA predictions. Thus, the degeneracies of the lowest th
or four levels of the tight-binding crystallites are in agre
ment with EMA. Furthermore, the relative oscillato
strengths for the ‘‘bright’’ states are in qualitative agreem
for crystallite series with various ellipticities. The exchang
induced resonant Stokes shifts are also similar to EM
values,1 albeit with considerable ‘‘noise’’ as a function o
size resulting from the sensitivity of the size parameters
the discrete nature of the atomic level and shape det
Increased values for resonant Stokes shifts at smaller clu
sizes, resulting in better agreement with the experime
values, and a reduction of the noise in the exchange splitt
can be obtained when surface relaxation effects are ta
into account.21
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APPENDIX A: COULOMB AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS,
AND SCREENING

The tight-binding calculation is cast in the (sp3)4s*
basis. The Coulomb and exchange integrals
t
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^spp
3spq

3u(1/r )uspp
3spq

3& and ^spp
3spq

3u(1/r )uspq
3spp

3&, p,q
5a,b,c,d. The on-site integrals are conveniently calculat
in the $s,px ,py ,pz ,s* % basis using Slater orbital wave func
tions for cadmium and selenium atoms.48 Integrals in the
hybridized basis are then expressed in terms of the ato
integrals, discarding terms that involve more than two d
tinct atomic orbitals. Screening is applied phenomenolo
cally using a dielectric functione(r ) taken from Ref. 49 to
modify the 1/r bare interaction. For Coulomb interaction
between electrons on the same atom, the effect ofe(r ) is to
rescale the bare Coulomb integrals by'0.51 for Se and 0.37
for Cd, respectively. For long-ranged Coulomb and excha
interactions, the Ohno formula13,50 is applied. The short-
ranged contribution to the exchange matrix element
unscreened,31,33,51–53and e(r ) is replaced by unity. For a
discussion of this and for more computational details,
Ref. 18.

This treatment of screening is approximate, as the dem
cation of screened and unscreened contributions to exch
is quite complex.51–53 Another issue for the exchange inte
action is the contribution of the ‘‘dipole’’-like terms tha
arise from going beyond the ‘‘pairwise overlap approxim
tion’’ made in Ref. 18, which discards terms involving tw
different orbital of the same atom. Such dipole interactio
allow the exciton to propagate in bulk crystals.54 Even when
unscreened, these terms contribute less than 0.5 meV fo
small crystallites studied here, and they decrease with c
tallite size.

The resulting unscreened on-site Coulomb and excha
integrals in thesp3s* basis are listed in Tables III and IV
respectively, and the unscreened nearest-neighbor exch
integrals are listed in Table V. We note that the precise m
nitudes of these integrals may depend on the orbital b
employed to evaluate them, here the Slater orbitals.

The perturbative exchange splitting shown in the inset
Fig. 5 can be increased by up to a factor of 2.5 if the lon
ranged part is unscreened. Treated nonperturbatively,
change splittings are less affected by the effect of this scre
ing, but the resulting radiative lifetimes can differ by a fact
of 5. Perturbative exchange splittings with unscreened lo
ranged contributions have also been computed in Ref

TABLE III. On-site Coulomb integrals in thesp3s* basis for Se
~Cd!, in units of eV.spa

3 andspb
3 refer to differentsp3 hybridized

orbitals.

spa
3 spb

3 s*

spa
3 13.5254~6.875! 10.1582~5.147! 1.530~0.462!

spb
3 10.1582~5.147! 13.5254~6.875! 1.530~0.462!

s* 1.530~0.462! 1.530~0.462! 1.230~0.372!

TABLE IV. On-site exchange integrals in thesp3s* basis for Se
~Cd!, in units of eV.

spa
3 spb

3 s*

spa
3 13.5254~6.875! 0.9243~0.557! 0.000~0.000!

spb
3 0.9243~0.557! 13.5254~6.875! 0.000~0.000!

s* 0.000~0.000! 0.000~0.000! 1.230~0.372!
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12 300 57K. LEUNG, S. POKRANT, AND K. B. WHALEY
However, since the Coulomb interaction is not included
zeroth order in that calculation, the extent of singlet chara
of the lowest exciton~band-edge! states are unknown, ren
dering a direct comparison difficult.

APPENDIX B: ORIGINS OF THE FINITE SINGLET
CHARACTER OF THE EXCITON GROUND STATE

When finite spin-orbit coupling and atomic details are
cluded in the description of band-edge wave functions
nanocrystals, the lowest-lying band-edge exciton states
their pure triplet status, and they acquire singlet chara
and finite lifetimes. We illustrate this here with a simp
model. In our tight-binding model, the valence states ty
cally have finitepx/py andpz contributions on each atom. I
the nanocrystals studied here, the first dark and the
bright exciton levels are predominantly made up of a sin
s-like conduction state and two degenerate,px- and py-like
valence states. This is especially true for small surface rec

TABLE V. Nearest-neighbor exchange integrals for thesp3 or-
bitals in units of eV.

Cd: bonding Cd: nonbonding

Se: bonding 1.427 0.347
Se: nonbonding 0.690 0.157
e
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structed crystallites,21 where thepz orbitals contribute less
than 5% to the band-edge states, andpz-dominated states ar
at least 0.1 eV away from band edge.

The valencep orbital populations differ from atom to
atom, and depend on the location of the atom in the clus
To mimic this effect in a transparent way, we consider
two-atom cluster, with artificially prescribed degenerate,
thonormal highest occupied valence statesur & and us& given
by

ur &5gupx ;1&1dupz ;1&1gupx ;2&,

us&5gupy ;1&1gupy ;2&1dupz ;2&, ~B1!

where the second index labels atom 1 or 2. Somepz contri-
butions are thus allowed whendÞ0. Converting thepx and
py orbitals to the spherical harmonic atomic bas
$uml ;atom&%, ml561,0, we obtain

ua&5gu11;1&1~d/A2!upz ;1&1gu11;2&

1 i ~d/A2!upz ;2&,

ub&5gu21;1&1~d/A2!upz ;1&1gu21;2&

2 i ~d/A2!upz ;2&. ~B2!

Adding the spin-orbit coupling and exchange interaction p
turbatively, the two-particle Hamiltonian becomes
H51
~a11 ! ~a12 ! ~a21 ! ~a22 ! ~b11 ! ~b12 ! ~b21 ! ~b22 !

~a11 ! 2l2 0 D 0 0 0 0 0

~a12 ! 0 2l21h 2h D 0 0 0 0

~a21 ! D* 2h l21h 0 2D 0 0 0

~a22 ! 0 D* 0 l2 0 2D 0 0

~b11 ! 0 0 2D* 0 l2 0 D 0

~b12 ! 0 0 0 2D* 0 l21h 2h D

~b21 ! 0 0 0 0 D* 2h 2l21h 0

~b22 ! 0 0 0 0 0 D* 0 2l2

2 , ~B3!
%
ter
ing

-

asis
t in
her
alita-

a
t in
where (a12) ~for example! denotes the two-particle stat
with spatial wave functionua&, hole spinu1&, and electron
spin u2&, l25g2l/2 is proportional to the spin-orbi
coupling constant l, h is the exchange integral,D
52(12 i )lgd/2, and the band-gap energyvo and the Cou-
lomb terms have been set equal to zero. The parametD
provides an indication of the extent of mixing between s
glets and triplets. Note that the basis set in the abov
different from that used in Eq.~14! of Ref. 1.

Whend50, we have purelypx andpy waves. The band-
edge statesua11& andub22& are pure triplets. In the limit
that l@h, the next-lowest states areua12& and ub21&,
lying at an energyh above the band edge. When project
into the singlet-triplet representation, these states are fo
to have 50% singlet character.
-
is

nd

Small admixtures ofpz contributions toua& and ub& ren-
der D nonzero. ToO(D2), ua11& and ub22& mix with
ua21& and ub12&, respectively. The latter are again 50
singlets, therefore effectively introducing singlet charac
and oscillator strength into the lowest excitonic states. Us
the sample parametersl50.324 eV, h50.001 eV, and
d50.1 ~i.e., 1%pz character in each valence state!, we find
that the lowest exciton~band-edge! states acquire 0.3% sin
glet character.

The above illustration uses a rather restricted set of b
states. However, in the detailed calculations carried ou
this paper, we have found that inclusion of states furt
away from the band-edge states does not change the qu
tive picture arrived at in this simple example by using only
few two-particle states. Hence the conclusion arrived a
this appendix appears quite general.
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